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 A talking ATM may be a kind of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) that 

gives perceptible directions so that persons United Nations agency will 

not scan associate degree ATM screen can severally use the machine. 

All perceptible data is delivered in private through an earpiece jack on the 

face of the device or an on an individual basis hooked up a 

telephone. Information provided to the client either through pre-recorded 

sound files or via text-to-speech synthesis A user plugs a conventional 

telephone receiver into the jack, hear directions and also the user can respond 

to voice. In spite of everything, the small print is given press OK button for 

confirmation. There's associate degree perceptible orientation for initial time 

users, and perceptible data describing the placement of options like the OK 

button, deposit slot, and card slot. During this application is 

principally developed for the blind individuals. The blind people cannot see 

the keyboard and also the screen for the system. They enter the input details 

through voice. The voice to text converter can convert into text and method 

additional way. The system offers the instruction regarding the system usage 

through voice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The ATM is on-line with the bank, that is, the bank on-demand approves every dealing and directly 

debited from the account's owner is explained in [1], [4]. The ATM works as follows. First, 

the shopper can insert his/her customer card within the ATM and so the ATM can enkindle a positive private 

identification (PIN), if the quantity is entered incorrectly many times in a row, most ATMs can retain the 

cardboard as a security precaution to stop associate degree unauthorized user from understanding the PIN by 

pure guess [5]. Once the proper PIN is given, the ATM can enkindle the number of cash to be withdrawn. 

If quantity the number is obtainable and if the shopper has enough money on his credit then 

the same amount of money is paid [6]. The number of cash is due or not, i.e. the ATM has enough money, 

however, might be the case the ATM has no amendment for that quantity, is additionally checked. Once the 

money is obtainable to the shopper a tally is started, i.e. the shopper features a determined amount of your 

time to select up the money. If this timeout is over, the money is collected by the ATM, and also 

the dealings are rolled back is explained in [7]. The study [8] concludes that the factor of trust and security in 

the use of ATM are essential elements which should be maintained and enhanced by the banks to keep the 

continuity technology-based financial services. Review of different fusion techniques of two or more than 

two traits is discussed in [9]. The discussion of same normalisation method is also presented. To increase 

accuracy & the reliability of biometric authentication multimodal biometric may be used. Finding the most 

efficient way to fuse independent subsystem opinions into a more accurate decision to improve system 

accuracy is a significant research challenge. Deals with feature level and score level biometric fusion 

techniques. The experimental results obtained showed that the wavelet features extracted for both face and 
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finger resolve the problem of compatibility and curse of dimensionality of a feature vector. In this work [10], 

preprocessing of raw biometric traits as well as feature and score normalisation is not used, multibiometric 

identification is simplified. An efficient classifier using iris code for gender prediction is performed in [11]. 

CASIA version 1 eye image database is utilised in the experiment. CASIA v1 eye image database contains 

756 eye images from 108 individuals. Iris recognition system consists of image acquisition, Segmentation, 

normalisation, feature extraction, encoding and classification. Canny edge detection is used to detect the 

edges of the eye image. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

With the increasing process power offered within ATMs nowadays, most ATM makers give the 

flexibility to attach headsets to their ATMs. Speech options are currently offered from lower-cost an ATM 

producer, which implies that the technology ought to step by step seems in off-premise ATM installations 

as instrumentation wears out and is replaced. All perceptible data is delivered in private through an 

earpiece jack on the face of the machine or an on an individual basis hooked up a telephone. Information is 

provided to the client either through pre-recorded sound files or via text-to-speech synthesis a user plugs a 

conventional telephone receiver into the jack and might hear directions and also the user can respond to  

voice (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Architecture of proposed system 

 

 

2.1. Blind User 

The shopper goes to the ATM, and there are a sound headphones and Keyboard on this ATM at the 

start. The user inputs the personal identification number. The device starts to present voice to the 

user kickshaws and if the user needs to implement choices by giving the device to the sound of the 

suitable button to deliver on this method and this fashion the user to complete the remainder of the work on 

the system. 

 

2.2. Fund Transfer 

In fund transfer module we've voice speech for the module name. During this module, 

we've receiver account variety and also the quantity transfer. Once coming into the supply the text to speech 

system work and here the number you entered. The consistent manner you'll be able to hear the number to 

transfer.  

 

2.3. Withdraw 

In this module, we've the pre-defined set of quantity for fast access to cash. Whereas clicking the 

pre-defined portion, you'll be able to hear the number worth within the earpiece. If you would like to 

enter the suitable value, you have got to an alternative optional button. Here we've the check balance to enter 

an acceptable quantity and enter the number to withdraw. The coming into worth is detected through 

your earpiece. Whereas clicking removes, you'll be able to hear the voice command. 

  

2.4. Check Balance 

In this module, we've first entered the account variety. Whereas clicking the ok button, you'll be able 

to hear the balance quantity of the statement is explained. 
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2.5. Change Pin 

In amendment pin module you have got to enter the previous personal identification number and 

so enter the new pin finally click ok you'll be able to hear the pin amendment command. 

 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

Once the system is completed are of sharp edges to the blind users yet because the banks and also 

the government itself as a result of a blind user will severally use the ATM while not the assistance of the 

third party. We’ll primarily offer a lot of stress on the $64000-time infrastructure of however a motor-

assisted voice ATMs may be helpful for enhancing ATM access to impair client of the bank visually. At the 

top of this project, the ATM is the simulation of a voice motor-assisted give the flexibility to conduct 

transactions exploitation each visual and exteroception parts by creating use of perceptible directions. At the 

tip, we'll keep company with a conclusion that once this project is being enforced the blind will use the 

ATM severally while not third-party help and can additionally scale back ATM fraud.  

 

 

4. FUTURE WORK 

Our future analysis can additionally address the problems of privacy through closet style, through 

the use of extremely directional speakers to produce personal audio zones that don't need physical 

barriers; the standard of speech input through utilising extremely directional microphones. We tend 

to additionally arrange to introduce voice commands in numerous languages so that even individuals while 

not information of English will use ATM facility. 
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